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the electric field and self-gravity strength for different 

values of the positive-to-negative ion mass ratio (mi/m-

) with fixed δ=1/1000, Ti/Te=1 and T-/Te=1. 

123-124 

 6.6 Profile of the net GES-force variation in the SIP with 

the electric field and self-gravity strength for different 

values of the positive ion-to-electron temperature 

125-126 
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ratio (Ti/Te) with fixed δ=1/1000, mi/m-=1 and T-

/Te=1. 

 6.7 Profile of the net GES-force variation in the SIP with 

the electric field and self-gravity strength for different 

values of the negative ion-to-electron temperature 

ratio (T-/Te) with fixed δ=1/1000, mi/m-=1 and 

Ti/Te=1. 

126-128 

Appendix-A A1 A cartoonist sketch of the normal solar wind electron 

population density distribution (n) with the 

corresponding velocity sub-distributions (core, halo, 

strahl). The relatively cool and dense electron 

population at the centre with isotropic velocity forms 

the core. The less-dense and less-isotropic 

suprathermal electron population constitutes the halo. 

The electron beam strongly aligned to the 

interplanetary magnetic field (B) with relatively 

higher velocity is called the strahl. 

137 

 A2 Profile of the non-thermally modified threshold Bohm 

sheath criterion (M0) in the GES framework with 

variation in the realistic solar κ-value. 

140 

Appendix-B B1 Profile of δ-modified Bohm sheath criterion for 

positive ion (M0+) in the GES fabric with practically 

allowed δ-variation (with fixed mi/m-=1, Ti/Te=1 and 

T-/Te=1). 

144 
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List of abbreviations 

 

S. No. Abbreviation Full form 

1 ISM Interstellar Medium 

2 IGM Intergalactic Medium 

3 ICM Intracluster medium 

4 GES Gravito-Electrostatic Sheath 

5 SIP Solar Interior Plasma 

6 SWP Solar Wind Plasma 

7 SSB Solar Surface Boundary 

8 SSM Standard Solar Model 

9 SW Solar Wind 

10 RK-IV Fourth-order Runge-Kutta 

11 PSP Parker Solar Probe 

12 HIS Heavy Ion Sensor 

13 SolO Solar Orbiter 

14 au Astronomical Unit 
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List of symbols and significances 

 

Symbols and their significances for the Chapter-2, Chapter-3, and Chapter-4: 

S. No. Symbol  Significance 

1 r, ξ Radial distance, normalized radial distance respectively 

2 t Time coordinate 

3 ne(i), no, 

Ne(i) 

Electron (ion) number density, mean SIP equilibrium number 

density, normalized electron (ion) population density respectively 

4 e Magnitude of the electronic (ionic) charge 

5 kB Boltzmann constant, kB=1.38×10-23 J K-1. 

6 Te(i), T
*

e(i), 

To 

Electron (ion) temperature, normalized electron (ion) temperature, 

SIP core temperature respectively 

7 v Local ion flow speed 

8 λJ Jeans length 

9  M Mach number 

10 cs Speed of sound in the SIP 

11 me(i) Mass of an electron (ion) 

12 PT, P*
T, P0, 

PTh 

Total pressure in a considered region, normalized pressure, mean 

SIP pressure, bulk plasma thermal pressure respectively 

13 η Shear viscosity coefficient of the SIP fluid 

14 B Effective magnetic field responsible for the magnetic pressure 

15 μ0 Vacuum permeability 

16 ε0 Vacuum permittivity 

17 G Newtonian universal gravitational constant, G=6.67×10-11 N m2 

kg-2 

18 ϕ, Ф Electric potential, normalized electric potential respectively 

19 ψ,Ψ Gravitational potential, normalized gravitational potential 

respectively 

20 jSIP(SWP), 

JSIP(SWP), JB 

SIP (SWP) electric current density, Normalized SIP (SWP) electric 

current density, SIP Bohm current density strength respectively 

21 u Bohm velocity 

22 λDe Solar electron Debye length 
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Symbols and their significances for the Chapter-5 and Chapter-6: 

S. No. Symbol  Significance  

1 r, ξ Radial distance, normalized radial distance respectively 

2 t Time coordinate 

3 ne, ne0, Ne   Electron number density, equilibrium electron number 

density, normalized electron number density respectively 

4 n+(-), n+(-)0, N+(-) Positive (negative) ion number density, equilibrium positive 

(negative) ion number density, normalized positive 

(negative) ion number density respectively 

5 n0 Equilibrium (mean) solar plasma density 

6 e Electronic (protonic) charge unit 

7 kB Boltzmann constant  

8 Te Electron temperature  

9 T+(-) Positive (negative) ion temperature 

10 v+(-) Positive (negative) ion velocity 

11 λJ Jeans scale length 

12 M+(-) Mach number for positive (negative) ion 

13 cs Speed of sound in the SIP 

14 me Electron mass 

15 m+(-) Positive (negative) ion mass 

16 PT+(-), PT, P*
T+(-

), P0 

Positive (negative) ion partial pressure, total pressure, 

normalized positive (negative) ion partial pressure, mean 

SIP pressure respectively 

17 ε0 Vacuum permittivity  

18 G Universal gravitational constant 

19 ϕ, Ф Electric potential, normalized electric potential respectively 

20 ψ,Ψ Gravitational potential, normalized gravitational potential 

respectively 

21 jSIP(SWP), 

JSIP(SWP), JB 

SIP (SWP) current density, normalized SIP (SWP) current 

density, SIP Bohm current density strength respectively 

22 u+(-) Bohm velocity 

23 λDe Solar electron Debye length 
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